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than congestive cardiac failure. When the drug is ineffective
even in high doses septal myectomy is the operation of choice
in patients with outflow obstruction.
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Severed Fingers
Until the advent of heparin surgical replacement of pieces of
the body accidently severed from it had been successful only
with finger tips (sometimes including part of the distal phal-
anx). This procedure worked best in children, and the two
main factors in securing good results were shown to be care-
ful haemostasis and accurate suturing of the skin. Replacement
of larger portions of finger proved more difficult. In 1958
O'Brien in Melbourne failed to save crushed digits but had
more success with clean amputations through the distal
phalanx.'

Reaittachment of severed digits became a much more
scientfic procedure after the work in 1960 by Jacobson and
Suarez,2 who first described the anastomosis of tiny blood
vessels using the operating microscope. Baxter and his co-
workers3 in Melbourne showed that correct apposition was
necessary to minimize the amount of coagulum between the
intimal edges of the cut vessels. The other main factor was
avoidance of damage to the media by proper tension of the
sutures; it seems that organization of the repair depends on
activity of the undamaged cells in the media. In the latest
report from Melbourne O'Brien and Miller' describe their
technique in the successful replacement of one or more digits
in eight patients: cooling of the severed member, operation
completed within 14 hours of the injury, skeletal fixation,
microsurgical anastomosis of veins then arteries, routine repair
of soft tissues, and the use of anticoagulants, antibiotics, and
prompt repeat surgical intervention when necessary.
With these encouraging reports, surgeons in Britain will

undoubtedly be borrowing operating microscopes from their
ophthalmic surgical colleagues to master the technique of
suturing vessels with a diameter of 1 mm. When a suitable
cooled severed digit is brought to the accident service, the
interested surgeon has an opportunity of saving a finger,

particularly if he has the skill and patience to deal with th
other tissues as well as two veins and one artery. Most sur-
geons consider cooling the severed portion to be an important
factor, and the earlier this can be done the better. One surgeon
described his routine of placing the amputated portion in a
thin plastic wrapper which was then placed in a plastic bag
containing ice until everything else was ready. An increasing
number of people should benefit from this rewarding surgical
procedure.
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One People in Jamaica

No fewer than 875 people (500 from overseas) attended the
recent Jamaica Medical Congress (see p. 313) arranged
jointly by the Medical Association of Jamaica and the British
Medical Association. They are unlikely to forget a unique
mixture: a rich scientific programme, which, including
specialist contributions from several countries, matched the
traditional high standards of a B.M.A. Clinical Meeting with
opportunities for relaxation and sightseeing. Where else could
one meet distinguished doctors informally by (or even in) a
swimming pool; hear their contributions to a symposium in a
lecture hall only 50 yards away; and then go with them to a
nearby university hospital set in an idyllic campus or on a
field trip to learn from local experts about how they are
solving local problems ?

Such a successful meeting implies long and arduous
planning by many people. Dr. K. B. Stanley (the president of
the M.A.J.) and Dr. Matthew Beaubrun (its immediate past
president) were outstanding hosts. The chairman and science
secretary of the local organizing committee (respectively, Dr.
Roy Levy and Dr. Gene Burkitt) must be thanked for a most
stimulating scientific programme; the arranger of the social
events (Dr. Aubrey Burrowes) for a schedule which included
an inaugural reception by a hotel poolside and a memorable
evening at King's House as guests of the Governor-General;
and the chairman of the ladies' committee (Dr. Margaret
Green) for a cornucopia of arrangements which spanned visits
to a horticultural show and a fashion display and opportunities
for golf, swimming, and shopping tours.

It would be idle to pretend, however, that, unlike the rest
of the world, Jamaica has no problems of its own. The amount
ofmoney available for health care is severely limited, and there
is a continuous debate how best to spend it-whether on
building an expensive modern hospital, training doctors, or
developing a care system based on local dispensaries and
medical auxilliaries. Qualified doctors themselves are too few:
as one speaker at the opening ceremony pointed out, there
were more medical visitors to the congress than the entire
indiginous medical population ofJamaica. Moreover, inevitably
these doctors are far from evenly distributed throughout
Jamaica, and there is a substantial medical brain drain to the
developed countries.

Sensibly, all these themes formed a background to the whole
congress-whether it was discussing the organization of
medical care or specifically clinical topics-and many doctors
must have returned home with a much better appreciation of
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the serious problems facing the emerging countries, and the
resolute way in which many ofthem are being tackled. This is
the great value of this type of conference: each group learns
from the experience of the other and returns home stimulated
by this as much as by the more obvious pleasures. Whatever
the difficulties, we hope that this pattern of joint clinical
meetings-begun so successfully in 1969 in Malta, G.C., and
splendidly continued in 1972 in Cyprus-will continue.
Certainly the warmth of the welcome by the Medical Associa-
tion of Jamaica (which in 1966 arose out of the Jamaica
Branch of the B.M.A., the Association's oldest overseas
branch, founded in 1877) should persuade those who attended
the Jamaica Congress to start saving now for their next trip
overseas. They will also have returned knowing that the motto
on that country's coat of arms "Out of Many, one People" is
no idle claim.

Standards in jeopardy
Though nothing startlingly new has emerged from the series
"Conversations with Consultants" (the last of which appears
at p. 326), they have served convincingly to illustrate the
present unprecedented depth of frustration and bitterness
among consultants in the N.H.S. The symptoms of this
include a fall in applications for consultant posts, criticism by
consultants of their general practitioner and junior colleagues,
and a loss of confidence in establishment bodies such as the
B.M.A. The causes are many, but in a nutshell consultants
are expected to do more work in deteriorating physical
facilities with diminishing supporting staff while suffering a
fall in their living standards. This situation, aggravated by an
unimaginative, overcentralized administration (bolstered by
proliferating and seemingly ineffective committees), has created
the impression that nobody cares what happens to the hospitals.
Sadly, the public seems largely unaware of or indifferent to
the difficulties, and many consultants are convinced that the
service is disintegrating around them. Yet, as one surgeon
from "Lochburn" pointed out (20 April, p. 171), they are
often the ones who have to explain to worried relatives why a
patient has to wait for urgent treatment.
With nurses demonstrating at the Elephant, technicians

restricting their work to emergencies only, and radiographers

threatening militant action senior medical staff are not alone
in their disillusionment with the hospital service. The N.H.S.
started life undercapitalized and has never been given sufficient
money to cope with the increasing demands made upon it. As
medical care becomes more costly, and Britain's economy more
shaky, hospitals, which consume the lion's share of the N.H.S.
budget, are bound to feel the pinch. But there is a limit beyond
which the goodwill of staff cannot make amends for the
deficiencies. That limit has been reached.
Whether consultants are so incensed as to break with their

professional traditions and take militant action is uncertain.
They face a more difficult situation than did N.H.S. general
practitioners in 1965. Some are prepared to invoke administra-
tive sanctions; others will do nothing that might even indirectly
harm their patients, a view that merits respect. This is a
dilemma for the B.M.A. to resolve, for though many senior
hospital doctors are disenchanted with the Association, the
impression gained during the conversations was that if it
strengthened its links with them and gave a firm lead they
would respond.
What constructive suggestions can be made? In the short

term consultants need more pay and in particular a contract
that allows rewards to reflect the work done. But even if the
combined efforts of the Review Body and the joint working
party chaired by Dr. David Owen produce a well-paid
consultant he is of limited value without the right tools and
trained staff to work beside him. This requires large sums of
money and a major shift in Government priorities, an expand-
ing economy, or both. Another practical, but politically
unpalatable, course would be for politicians to summon the
courage to cut the N.H.S. cloth to fit Britain's purse.

Ultimately the fate of the N.H.S. depends on the
community's attitude. So the B.M.A. (perhaps in conjunction
with dentists, nurses, radiographers and others in the health
professions) might well mount a determined national and local
campaign to alert the public to the real plight of the N.H.S.
-and of the hospitals in particular. Locally what better place
could be found to start this than the new district community
health councils ? If doctors can make allies of these councils,
telling them of local deficiencies and suggesting ways of
remedying them (perhaps with voluntary funds raised locally),
surprizing improvements might be achieved. Overall, however,
unless there are more resources and better use is made ofthem
the real gains made in the standards of hospital care are in
jeopardy.
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